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Abstract
Labor supply theory predicts systematic heterogeneity in the impact of recent welfare reforms on earnings, transfers, and income. Yet most welfare reform research focuses on mean
impacts. We investigate the importance of heterogeneity using random-assignment data from
Connecticut’s Jobs First waiver, which features key elements of post-1996 welfare programs.
Estimated quantile treatment effects exhibit the substantial heterogeneity predicted by labor
supply theory. Thus mean impacts miss a great deal. Looking separately at samples of dropouts
and other women does not improve the performance of mean impacts. We conclude that welfare
reform’s effects are likely both more varied and more extensive than has been recognized.
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Introduction

Several years have now passed since the elimination of Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), the principal U.S. cash assistance program for six decades. In 1996, enactment of the
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) required all 50
states to replace AFDC with a Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program. State
TANF programs differ from AFDC in many fundamental ways. Key examples include lifetime
limits on program participation, enhanced work incentives through expanded earnings disregards,
stringent work requirements, and financial sanctions for failure to comply with these requirements.
Theory makes heterogeneous predictions concerning the sign and magnitude of labor supply and
welfare use responses to such reforms. Thus mean impacts will tend to average together positive
and negative labor supply responses, possibly obscuring the extent of welfare reform’s effects. Thus
a critical element in evaluating the dramatic changes in welfare policy is to measure the impact of
TANF on earnings and income in a way that allows for heterogeneous treatment effects.
The welfare reform literature that has developed in the last several years is enormous. We confine our discussion of this literature to a few particularly relevant papers; excellent comprehensive
summaries of this research appear in reviews by Blank (2002), Moffitt (2002), and Grogger, Karoly
& Klerman (2002). Nonexperimental studies (e.g., Moffitt (1999) and Grogger (Forthcoming))
have found mixed results concerning the impact of welfare reform on income. Experimental studies
examining pre-PRWORA state reforms suggest that generous increases in earnings disregards are
important for generating mean income gains, but these gains disappear after time limits take effect
(e.g., Bloom & Michalopoulos (2001), Grogger et al. (2002)). With respect to treatment effect
heterogeneity, Schoeni & Blank (2003) compare the full distribution of the income-to-needs ratio
before and after TANF, finding increases at all but the very lowest percentiles. However, as they
discuss, their simple before-and-after methods cannot distinguish impacts of TANF from the effects
of strong labor markets. The most common way to address distributional concerns is to estimate
mean impacts for subgroups of the population (defined using education, race, and welfare and
employment history) thought to be particularly at risk for welfare dependence.1 Michalopoulos &
1
Schoeni & Blank (2000) compare the 20th and 50th percentiles of the CPS family income distribution before and
after implementation of TANF. They find negative (but insignificant) impacts of TANF on the 20th percentile, and
positive and significant impacts on the 50th percentile for a sample of women with less than a high school education.
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Schwartz (2000) review 20 randomized experiments and conclude that “Although the programs did
not increase [mean] income for most subgroups they also did not decrease [mean] income for most
subgroups” (p. ES-10). Grogger et al. (2002) summarize both nonexperimental and experimental
evidence concerning mean impacts as follows: “the effects of reform do not generally appear to be
concentrated among any particular group of recipients” (p. 231).
In this paper, we address heterogeneous theoretical predictions by estimating quantile treatment effects (QTE) across the distributions of earnings, transfer payments (cash welfare plus Food
Stamps), and total measurable income (the sum of earnings and transfers).2 We do so using publicuse data files from the Manpower Demonstration and Research Corporation’s (MDRC) experimental evaluation of Connecticut’s Jobs First waiver from AFDC rules. The Jobs First program, which
we discuss in detail below, has both the most generous earnings disregard in the nation and the
strictest time limit. It thus provides ideal terrain for investigating whether theoretically predicted
treatment effect heterogeneity actually occurs. As discussed in Blank (2002) and formalized in
Bitler, Gelbach & Hoynes (2003b), identifying the impact of TANF using nonexperimental methods is difficult given that TANF was implemented in all states within a very short period and during
the strongest economic expansion in decades. Having access to experimental data is particularly
useful in the present context.
Our empirical findings may be summarized with four important conclusions. First, we find
evidence of substantial heterogeneity in response to welfare reform. Second, the heterogeneity is
broadly consistent with the predictions of static labor supply theory. We find that Jobs First had
no impact on the bottom of the earnings distribution, it increased earnings in the middle of the
distribution, and—before time limits took effect—it reduced earnings at the top of the distribution.
Some of the MDRC waiver evaluations (e.g., Bloom, Scrivener, Michalopoulos, Morris, Hendra, Adams-Ciardullo
& Walter (2002) and Bloom, Kemple, Morris, Scrivener, Verma & Hendra (2000)) include estimates comparing the
fraction of treatment and control group members with income in broad categories. This approach, essentially a
tabular form of histogram plots, is similar in spirit to ours. With respect to subgroups, Schoeni & Blank (2000) find
that welfare reforms led to increases (insignificant in the case of TANF) in mean family income for female dropouts
in the CPS. Using similar data, Bennett, Lu & Song (2002) find that TANF is associated with reductions in the
income-to-needs ratio for poor children who live with a single parent having less than a high school education.
2
QTE have been used in previous experimental evaluations. Examples of their use in evaluating the Job Training
and Partnership Act include Heckman, Smith & Clements (1997), Firpo (2003), and Abadie, Angrist & Imbens
(2002); Friedlander & Robins (1997) estimate QTE in evaluating effects of job training in earlier welfare reform
experiments. However, the source of heterogeneous treatment effects in these cases is difficult to identify, since they
mostly involve changes to training programs or job search assistance. Unlike such black-box reforms, in the present
context it is clear why theoretical predictions are heterogeneous.
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Third, contrary to much recent discussion among policymakers and researchers, our results suggest
the possibility that welfare reform reduced income for a nontrivial share of the income distribution
after time limits take effect. Fourth, we find that the essential features of our empirical findings
could not have been revealed using mean impact analysis on judiciously chosen subgroups. In
particular, the intra-group variation in QTE greatly exceeds the inter-group variation in mean
impacts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide a overview of the
Jobs First program and its theoretically predicted effects. We then discuss our data in section 3.
In section 4, we present empirical evidence that strongly suggests the time limit was an important
program feature, and we present mean treatment effects in section 5. Our main QTE results appear
in section 6, and we conclude in section 7.

2

The Jobs First Program and Its Economic Implications

Table 1 summarizes the major features of Connecticut’s Jobs First waiver program. The Jobs
First waiver contained each of the key elements in PRWORA: time limits, work requirements, and
financial sanctions. For comparison, the table also includes a summary of the pre-existing AFDC
program. Jobs First’s earning disregard policy is quite simple: every dollar of earnings below the
federal poverty line (FPL) is disregarded for purposes of benefit determination. This policy is very
generous by comparison to AFDC’s. The statutory AFDC policy was to disregard the first $120
of monthly earnings during a woman’s first 12 months on aid, and $90 thereafter. In the first four
months, benefits were reduced by two dollars for every three dollars earned, and starting with the
fifth month on aid, benefits were reduced dollar-for-dollar, so that the long-run statutory implicit
tax rate on earnings above the disregard was 100%. In addition to these basic flat and marginal
disregards, AFDC also had child care and work-expense disregards.3
3

In addition to the work expense and child care disregards, there are two reasons why the AFDC effective tax rate
can be lower than 100%. First, AFDC eligibility redetermination occurs less frequently than monthly, so there can
be a long lag between the month when an AFDC participant earns income and the date when benefits are reduced.
Second, the EITC provides a 40% wage subsidy in its phase-in region, which generally ends above Connecticut’s
maximum benefit level; since the EITC is received in the form of a refundable subsidy payed by the IRS, it changes
the effective benefit reduction rate but would not be observable in our data. We note that the EITC is available to
both experimental groups in our data, so it raises the net wage above its before-tax level for both groups. In Bitler,
Gelbach & Hoynes (2003a), we present local nonparametric regressions of transfer payments on earnings to give a
sense of the empirical benefit reduction rate applied to AFDC recipients in the experiment. We found an effective
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As shown in Table 1, the Jobs First time limit is 21 months, which is currently the shortest in the
U.S. (Office of Family Assistance (2003, Table 12:10)). By contrast, there are no time limits in the
AFDC program. In addition, work requirements and financial sanctions were strengthened in the
Jobs First program relative to AFDC. For example, the Jobs First work requirements moved away
from general education and training, focusing instead on “work first” training programs. Further,
Jobs First exempts from work requirements only women with children under the age of 1, and
financial sanctions are levied on parents who do not comply with work requirements. While Jobs
First’s sanctions are more stringent than AFDC’s, the available evidence suggests that they were
rarely used. For more information on these and other features of the Jobs First program see our
earlier working paper (Bitler et al. (2003a)) and MDRC’s final report on the Jobs First evaluation
[Bloom et al. (2002), henceforth “the final report”].
Basic labor supply theory makes strong and heterogeneous predictions concerning welfare reforms like those in Jobs First. In the rest of this section, we discuss the economic impacts of Jobs
First on the earnings, transfers, and income distributions. We focus on earnings disregards and
time limits, since they are the salient features for examining heterogeneous treatment effects.

2.1

Economic Impacts of Earnings Disregards

To begin, Figure 1 shows a stylized budget constraint in income-leisure space before and after Jobs
First. The AFDC program is represented by line segment AB while Jobs First is represented by AF .
The Jobs First program dramatically affects the budget constraint faced by welfare recipients—
lowering the benefit reduction rate to 0% and raising the breakeven earnings level to the FPL.4
The effective AFDC benefit reduction rate in this figure is below the statutory rate long-run rate
of 100% (see footnote 3 for a discussion).
What is the impact of this transformation of the on-welfare budget segment from AFDC’s AB
to Jobs First’s AF ? To begin, we make the usual static labor supply model assumptions: the
benefit reduction rate of about one-third, similar to earlier studies of the national caseload in McKinnish, Sanders &
Smith (1999) and Fraker, Moffitt & Wolf (1985).
4
Under AFDC rules, eligibility for AFDC conferred categorical eligibility for Food Stamps, with a 30% benefit
reduction rate applied to non-Food Stamps income. Under Jobs First, Food Stamps rules mirror those for cash
assistance: Food Stamps benefits are determined after disregarding all earnings up to the poverty line (though this
Food Stamps disregard expansion operates only while a woman assigned to Jobs First is receiving cash welfare
payments). However, losing eligibility for welfare benefits under Jobs First assignment (e.g., through time limits)
need not eliminate Food Stamp eligibility, since one could still satisfy the Food Stamps need standard.
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woman can freely choose hours of work at the given offered wage, and offered wages are constant.
In particular, we ignore any human capital, search-theoretic, or related issues. We also assume that
there is no time limit. Later we relax these assumptions.
Consider first the case in which an AFDC-assigned woman locates at point A, working zero hours
and receiving the maximum benefit payment G. Depending on her preferences (e.g., the steepness
of her indifference curves) assignment to Jobs First could lead to either of two outcomes. First,
she might continue to work zero hours and receive the maximum benefit. Second, she might enter
the labor market, moving from A to some point on AF ; transfer income remains at the maximum
benefit level, while total income rises. This labor supply prediction—together with others discussed
below—is summarized in Table 2, which indicates whether Jobs First changes the after-tax wage (in
this case yes) and non-labor income (in this case no). Table 2 then indicates the predicted location
on the Jobs First budget set and the impact of Jobs First assignment on earnings, transfers, and
income.5
We next consider points such as C, where women work positive hours and receive welfare when
they are assigned to AFDC. For such women, assignment to Jobs First has only a price effect: the
benefit reduction rate is lower, but there is no change in nonlabor income at zero hours of work.
As long as substitution effects dominate income effects when only the net wage changes, Jobs First
will cause an increase in hours, earnings, transfers, and income.
Now imagine that a woman’s preferences are such that she would not participate in welfare if
assigned to AFDC, instead locating at a point like D. At this point, her earnings would be between
the maximum benefit amount and the FPL. Assignment to Jobs First would make this woman
income-eligible for welfare even if she did not change her behavior; this is the case of Ashenfelter’s
(1983) “mechanical” induced eligibility effect. However, Jobs First assignment leads to an increase
in non-labor income, which is predicted to reduce hours of work. We thus expect Jobs First to
induce moves from D to points on AF right of D and left of A. Earnings will fall, transfer payments
will rise, and the change in their sum is ambiguous.
At this point it is important to recall that we are interested in the labor supply choices of women
under counterfactual assignment to Jobs First and AFDC. As discussed more fully below, all women
5

Note that labor supply theory makes predictions about hours worked. Assuming no change in offered wages, this
implies a prediction about earnings. Thus the table includes a single prediction for hours/earnings. This is important,
since we observe earnings but not hours in our data set.
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in the Jobs First experiment have applied for public assistance, and most are not working. As is
well established in the literature on welfare dynamics, women leave welfare at differing rates (Bane
& Ellwood (1994)). Since we observe each woman for four years after random assignment, the same
woman may have different offered wages, fixed costs of work, or preferences at different times in our
data. Thus her counterfactual budget set location under AFDC assignment will vary over time, and
in the preceding paragraph’s discussion, we have in mind simply that at some point after random
assignment, a choice to locate at point D might be realized. It is very important to understand that
the increase in welfare participation due to Jobs First assignment in such cases can be due either
to reduced exit or increased re-entry. In the static context, there is no way (or need) to distinguish
between entry and non-exit. However, since inclusion in the experiment requires that a woman has
(at least) applied for welfare, we expect that the depicted increase in welfare participation is more
likely to occur from reduced exit than from increased re-entry.6
Next consider a woman who would locate at a point like E if assigned to AFDC. At E, earnings
are between the poverty line and the sum of the maximum benefit and the poverty line. Such points
are clearly dominated under Jobs First assignment: the woman can increase income by reducing
hours of work and claiming welfare. Because of the large income effect due to Jobs First eligibility
(and the substitution effect arising from the notch at the FPL), the woman may in principle reduce
earnings to any level above zero. In other words, she may again locate at any point on AF left
of A; this is an example of Ashenfelter’s behavioral induced eligibility effect.
Lastly, consider a woman who under AFDC assignment would locate at points like H, where
earnings exceed the sum of the poverty line and the maximum benefit (above the notch). Depending
on her preferences, Jobs First assignment will be associated with either of two possible outcomes.
First, the woman might reduce hours of work so that her earnings fall to or below the poverty line;
transfers increase and total income decreases. Reduced income in this case is compensated for by
reduced disutility from labor; this is another example of Ashenfelter’s (1983) behavioral induced
6

In part to mitigate possible entry effects, the Jobs First program has “dual eligibility” rules. While the FPL
is used to determine continuing eligibility for current recipients, successful applicants must have monthly earnings
no greater than $90 plus the state welfare needs standard (which was $745 for a family of three in 1999) leading to
a considerably more stringent earnings test for applicants than for recipients (whose earnings need only be below
the poverty line of $1,138). This dual eligibility policy will tend to reduce the earnings level at which any actual
entry effects occur, but it will not eliminate entry incentives, nor does it mitigate the deterred-exit effects we discuss
above. Since static labor supply analysis is qualitatively unaffected by the dual eligibility rule for applicants, we do
not address it separately here.
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eligibility effect;7 Blinder & Rosen (1985) discuss the positive and normative implications of notches
in budget constraints in more detail. Second, Jobs First assignment might have no effect for such
women: if disutility of labor were sufficiently low, reduced labor hours would not fully compensate
for the income lost in moving from H to AF ,8 so the woman would stay at point H.
The set of points {A, C, D, E, H} exhausts all qualitatively possible earnings-hours combinations
under AFDC assignment. Thus, we use the final columns of Table 2 to summarize the impact of
Jobs First on earnings, transfers, and income. For some part of the bottom of the distribution,
the Jobs First earnings effect will be zero. At the very top of the earnings distribution, Jobs First
will also have no effect on earnings, since top earners will choose to participate in neither AFDC
nor Jobs First. In between these extremes, we expect the Jobs First earnings distribution to be
higher at lower earnings levels, primarily due to increased labor force participation under Jobs First.
Income effects for newly mechanically eligible women will tend to mitigate this prediction; which
effect predominates is an empirical question. Lastly, there will be a range of earnings toward the
top of the distribution where Jobs First earnings are lower than AFDC earnings due to behavioral
induced eligibility effects.9
Before time limits take effect, static labor supply theory makes very simple predictions concerning the transfer-payments distribution: no one’s transfers will fall, while some women will receive
an increase in welfare payments (from zero to the maximum benefit). Lastly, the effects at the
bottom of the transfer payments distribution will be zero under either program, since some women
will not receive welfare under either program assignment.
7

Again, it is important to note that behavioral induced eligibility effects may result either from re-entry or non-exit.
One might reasonably ask how a woman whose earnings under AFDC assignment would have reached point H
could ever wind up in the Jobs First demonstration in the first place. Recall that static analysis obscures the
dynamic process governing earnings of welfare participants before and after they apply for assistance. Shortly before
application, one expects to (and we do) observe that earnings fell among applicants; this is the well-known Ashenfelter
dip. After a period of time, mean reversion will tend to cause earnings to rise toward a more normal level.
9
We are not the first to point out that changes in the earnings disregard can lead to heterogeneous impacts on
labor supply. The AFDC literature makes this point when discussing changes in the benefit reduction rate (see
Moffitt’s (1992) review for a discussion), and it is also discussed with varying emphasis in the recent welfare reform
literature. For a useful summary of different policies for changing earnings disregards in welfare reforms see Blank,
Card & Robins (2000).
8
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2.2

Economic Impacts of Time Limits

Jobs First features a 21-month time limit. Once the time limit takes effect, some women will no
longer be eligible for any welfare benefits. For women who would have left AFDC anyway, the
time limit’s effect on welfare payments is zero. However, among those for whom the time limit
is binding, Jobs First assignment will simply remove the segment AB from the budget set. This
change will increase labor supply due to the fall in nonlabor income and the rise in the net wage.
No one’s labor supply should fall as a result of the time limit’s imposition, and the behavioral
induced-eligibility effect will disappear for time-limited women. Thus we expect the time limit to
reinforce predicted positive earnings effects while eliminating predicted negative earnings effects.
With forward-looking behavior, the time limit may also have effects on women who have not
yet exhausted eligibility. For example, participants may conserve their eligibility by reducing welfare use and increasing labor supply even before the time limit binds, as discussed in Grogger &
Michalopoulos (2003). This “banking effect” would reduce the expected increase in transfer income
resulting from Jobs First assignment. It would also have two opposing effects on the earnings distribution, both caused by a reduction in a given woman’s reservation wage for entering employment.
First, the banking effect will cause more women to work under Jobs First, increasing earnings
relative to AFDC. Second, if there are search frictions, then reduced search durations likely will
be coupled with lower accepted wages among Jobs First women (though increased search intensity
could also drive reduced durations). Reduced wages will reduce earnings at any given number of
hours, and they will also reduce desired hours of labor supply, further reducing earnings.
With scarce jobs and search frictions, one might expect the time limit to cause women to
accept lower offered wages (or cease human capital investment earlier than planned) even in the
absence of any banking effect. This could happen if women are worried about having to wait in a
“job queue” after the time limit hits.10 Such a queuing effect would have the same effects on the
earnings distribution as the banking effect. However, it would not necessarily change the transfers
distribution, since employed Jobs First women might choose to stay on welfare until time limits
hit. We return to the banking and queuing effects in section 6.
10

We are grateful to an anonymous referee for suggesting this possibility.
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2.3

Economic Impacts of Other Changes in Jobs First

Jobs First brought a number of other reforms, including increased job search assistance, work
requirements, sanctions for non-compliance, more generous child support pass-through, more generous asset limits, child care and medical insurance expansions, and family caps. These changes are
less important in the current context either because they were relatively minor policy changes, or
because they were not enforced stringently. With the exception of the child support pass-through,
these changes all lead to the prediction that labor supply should rise, though perhaps at lower
reservation wages.11 Thus their predicted effects on earnings are ambiguous for the same reasons
as with the banking and queuing effects. All these changes should reduce welfare payments for
some women while increasing them for no women. Due to space considerations, we will not discuss
these reforms here; interested readers may consult Bitler et al. (2003a) as well as the final report
for more detail.

3

Data

Under federal law, states were required to conduct formal evaluations when they implemented
AFDC waivers. Connecticut fulfilled this requirement by hiring MDRC to conduct a randomassignment study of Jobs First. We use data made available by MDRC to outside researchers on
completion of an application process. Random assignment in the Jobs First evaluation took place
between January 1996 and February 1997. Data collection continued through the end of December
2000. The experimental sample includes cases that were ongoing (the recipient, or stock, sample) or
opened (the applicant, or flow, sample) in the New Haven and Manchester welfare offices during the
11
Jobs First disregarded the first $100 of child support per month while AFDC disregarded only the first $50; the
resulting increase in nonlabor income should lead to reduced labor supply. Also, the entire child support payment
was passed on to women on Jobs First, with Jobs First welfare payments reduced one-for-one by the amount of the
child support payments above $100. Thus the sum of child support and transfers received is unaffected by this “legal
incidence” issue; aside from possible impacts of the increased pass-through, the change in the composition of child
support and welfare payments should not change labor supply. However, our QTE results for the transfers distribution
could be affected since we do not have administrative data on child support payments: the compositional change
could make it look like Jobs First causes a reduction in a woman’s transfer payments, even when this reduction is
offset by increased child support receipts. We are able to use the three-year survey’s data on child support payments
to assess the importance of this issue, and we find no empirical evidence that impacts on received child support
payments are enough to importantly affect our QTE findings for the transfers distribution. Details are available on
request.
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random assignment period.12 Assignment for recipients took place when they received an annual
AFDC eligibility redetermination.
MDRC’s evaluation and public-use samples include data on a total of 4,803 cases. Of these,
2,396 were assigned to Jobs First and 2,407 to AFDC. Quarterly earnings data and monthly data
on welfare and Food Stamps income are available for most of the two years preceding program
assignment and for at least 4 years after assignment.13 Demographic data—including information
on number of children, educational attainment, age, race and ethnicity, marital status, and work
history of the sample member—were collected at an interview prior to random assignment.14 During
the evaluation period, Connecticut’s non-experimental caseload was moved to Jobs First; with only
a few exceptions, only the experimental control group continued under the AFDC rules.15
The first column of Table 3 provides means for a national sample of AFDC recipients in 1996,16
while the next two columns provide means for the same characteristics among women in our experimental data. The Jobs First experimental sample generally mirrors the characteristics of the
national sample, with the exceptions that the experimental sample has substantially greater fractions of never married and less-educated women compared to the national caseload.
The bottom part of the table reports statistics for the experimental treatment and control samples concerning pre-treatment earnings, employment, and welfare use, as well as whether women
12

In a previous version of this paper, we incorrectly stated that all cases were part of the experiment. In fact,
between January 1996 and July 1996, (a random) half of all ongoing or newly opened cases were included in the
random assignment process. Beginning in July 1996 and continuing through the remainder of random assignment,
all ongoing and open cases were included in the random assignment process. According to conversations with MDRC
staff, this change was made to increase sample sizes.
13
Data are available for earnings (transfers) for 8 (7) quarters preceding random assignment. After random assignment, there are 16 quarterly observations on Connecticut earnings for every sample member except 30 people who
entered the sample in January or February of 1997. Earnings data come from Connecticut’s Unemployment Insurance
(UI) system, so earnings not covered by UI are missed; fortunately the vast majority of employment is covered by UI.
Data on Food Stamps and welfare payments come from Connecticut’s Eligibility Management System (EMS), which
warehouses information about welfare use. To preserve confidentiality, MDRC rounded several key variables before
releasing the public-use data (e.g., they rounded quarterly earnings data to the nearest $100 and Jobs First, AFDC,
and Food Stamps payments to the nearest $50). For cases with true amounts between 0 and the lowest reported
nonzero value ($50 or $100), true values are rounded up, so that there are no false zeroes in the data.
14
MDRC also conducted a survey on a subset of the sample about three years after random assignment. These
data have been used by others to analyze impacts on other measures of family and child well-being (e.g., Loeb, Fuller,
Kagan & Carrol (2003)).
15
At the time Jobs First started, Connecticut was evaluating a prior welfare reform program. The experimental
sample from the prior reform was not assigned to the Jobs First experimental sample, and the control group from
that earlier experiment continued to face the AFDC program rules.
16
The estimates for the national caseload are constructed using March 1997 CPS data. The sample includes all
women aged 16–54 who have an own child in the household and whose family was reported to receive positive AFDC
income in the prior calendar year.
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came from the experimental recipients sample. The fourth column of the table reports unadjusted
differences across the program groups. Overall, demographic characteristics are substantively similar across experimental program groups. However, there are important exceptions: the Jobs First
group had lower earnings, greater cash welfare use, larger families, and a greater share of the sample coming from the recipients sample than did the AFDC group. In personal correspondence,
MDRC staff indicate that over the many experiments that they conduct, they usually see (and
would expect to see) statistically significant differences across the treatment and control groups in
some of baseline comparisons. Unfortunately, a χ2 test statistic of 36 reveals clear evidence of joint
significance of the 19 differences in Table 3. Nonetheless, our extensive discussions and correspondence with MDRC and Connecticut welfare officials have convinced us that this experiment was
well designed and executed, and that no feature of the random assignment process could have been
expected to cause the observed differences across program groups.
Thus it appears that the differences in baseline characteristics are due only to bad luck in the
assignment process. While it is comforting to know that there is not a more problematic explanation, we must still address the empirical differences in key baseline characteristics. A common
approach is to control for pre-treatment variables in a linear regression, but a more theoretically
appropriate approach is to use inverse-propensity score weighting. To implement this weighting
procedure, we estimate the probability that person i is in the treatment group using predicted values from a logit model in which the treatment dummy is related to the following variables: quarterly
earnings in each of the 8 pre-assignment quarters, separate variables representing quarterly AFDC
and quarterly Food Stamps payments in each of the 7 pre-assignment quarters, dummies indicating whether each of these 22 variables is nonzero, and dummies indicating each of whether the
woman was employed at all, on welfare at all in the year preceding random assignment, or in the
applicant sample. We also include dummies indicating each of the following baseline demographic
characteristics: being white, black, Hispanic, never married, or separated; having a high school
diploma/GED, more than a high school education, and more than two children; being younger
than 25 or aged 25–34; and dummies indicating whether baseline information is missing (as is the
case for fewer than 200 observations) for completed education, the number of children, or marital
status. Denoting the estimated propensity score for person i as p̂i and the treatment dummy as
Ti , the estimated inverse-propensity score weight for person i is

11

ω̂i ≡

Ti 1 − Ti
+
.
p̂i
1 − p̂i

(1)

The final column of Table 3 reports estimated differences after adjusting using inverse propensity score weighting. As statistical theory predicts, the differences are reduced to almost exactly
zero. We use inverse-propensity score weights in the standard fashion for all estimators employed
below.17,18 It is important to point out that the propensity score adjustment does not alter any of
our qualitative conclusions: all of our conclusions hold whether we weight or not, and whether or
not our propensity score model includes demographic controls. Unweighted results are available on
request.

4

Empirical Evidence on the Time Limit

As stated above, Jobs First’s 21-month time limit is currently the shortest in the U.S. About 29%
of the treatment group reached the time limit in the first 21 months of the evaluation period,
and more than half reached the time limit within four years after random assignment (see the
final report for discussion). Under certain circumstances, Jobs First caseworkers were empowered
to provide both indefinite exemptions19 from the time limit and to provide 6-month extensions.
According to the final report, in the spring of 1998, 26% of the statewide (not just the experimental)
caseload was exempt from the time limit. This number rose to 49% by March 2001, though this
increase appears to largely reflect progressive exits from the caseload by more able (and timelimited) recipients. Extensions were granted to a non-exempt woman if her family income was
below the applicable maximum benefit payment and she had made a good-faith effort to find and
17

The formal literature on propensity scores began with Rosenbaum & Rubin (1983). DiNardo, Fortin & Lemieux
(1996) use propensity score weights to examine the impact of institutional factors like the minimum wage across
the wage distribution. Recent papers analyzing mean treatment effects using propensity score methodology include
Heckman, Ichimura & Todd (1998) and Hirano, Imbens & Ridder (2003). Firpo (2003) has provided formal proof that
inverse propensity-score weighting corrects for bias in estimating quantiles of the counterfactual treated and control
distributions, with the simple differences of sample adjusted quantiles then serving as consistent estimates of the
QTE. The weights given in (1) uncover treatment effects for the entire population represented by the experimental
population. Alternative weights could be used to estimate the effects of treatment on the treated, but our objective
is to estimate the effects of Jobs First under the assumption of generalizability.
18
The variance of estimated treatment effects (mean or quantile) will depend partly on the variance of the estimated
propensity score (and its covariance with treatment and with the unexplained part of the outcome of interest). We
address this issue with the bluntest instrument possible, by simply bootstrapping all of our estimates.
19
Those circumstances include physical or mental incapacitation, responsibility to care for a disabled relative,
having a child aged younger than 1, and being deemed unemployable due to limited work history and human capital.
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retain employment.20 If no good-faith determination was made, then an extension was still possible
if “there were circumstances beyond the recipient’s control that prevent[ed] her from working” (final
report, page 63).
In light of these statistics, it is critical to show that the time limit policy has de facto relevance.
We do so using Figure 2. The solid line in the figure plots the treatment effect due to Jobs First
on the first-spell survival function.21 This series is calculated as the Jobs First group’s first-spell
survival function minus the AFDC group’s survival function, with the latter plotted as the smooth,
dashed line in the figure. Figure 2 has five key features. First, the treatment effect of Jobs First on
first-spell survival is actually positive throughout the pre-time limit period, reflecting the increased
generosity of the program before time limits take effect. Second, there is a sharp drop of 10
percentage points in the survival treatment effect at month 22: exactly the month when time limits
can first bind. Third, the treatment effect on welfare participation is negative after this point.
Fourth, the time limit was not binding for everyone. At month 22 the control group survival rate
was 40%, and the month-22 treatment effect was -0.024. This is of course just another way of saying
that exemptions and extensions were provided, as we knew. Fifth, there are (smaller) sharp drops
at the six-month intervals when extensions expire. Overall, Figure 2 provides compelling evidence
that the time limit policy was binding for a substantial number of women. This is the important
fact for our purposes.

5

Mean Treatment Effects

The first column of Table 4 reports estimated mean levels among the Jobs First group for several
variables, over the entire 16-quarter post-treatment period. The second column provides means
for the AFDC group over the same period, and the third column provides the resulting mean
20

Determination of good faith appears to have been somewhat complicated, often involving “extensive investigation,
including talking with former employers, but staff reported that it often remains unclear why recipients left a job,
reduced hours, and so on” (final report, page 69).
21
We label women as being in their first spell at the beginning of this period if they have cash welfare income in
either the month of random assignment or the following month. For those in the stock sample, some spells will have
ended coincidentally in the month of random assignment; for those in the flow sample, not all applications will be
accepted. For these reasons, only 85% of AFDC-assigned women and 88% of Jobs First-assigned women are in a first
spell at the beginning of the analysis period. Note that this first-spell definition does not match the usual one, since
we include all ongoing spells, whether or not they are left-censored. The time origin typically is the beginning of a
fresh spell, whereas our time origin is the time of experimental assignment, which may or may not coincide with the
beginning of a welfare spell.
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impacts. The first three rows concern average quarterly values of total income (defined as the sum
of earnings and total transfers), earnings, and total transfers (defined as cash payments plus Food
Stamps). These results show that over the four years following random assignment, the impact
of Jobs First on average total income was $136 (about 5% compared to estimated AFDC baseline
quarterly income of $2,609). About two-thirds of this impact is due to an insignificant increase in
earnings, with the remainder due to a significant increase in transfers of $40, about 4%.
The bottom three rows provide means and impacts for binary variables indicating the fraction
of quarters for which the person had positive levels of income, earnings, and transfers in the full
16-quarter period. For example, the value of 0.852 for “Any income” means that among women
assigned to Jobs First, 85.2% of all person-quarters had a positive value for at least one of UI
earnings, cash assistance, or Food Stamps.22 The results show that the probability of having any
earnings was 7.1 percentage points greater among the Jobs First group than the control group, an
effect of 14% relative to the control group baseline. The probability of having any income or any
transfers is essentially identical across treatment status over the full 16-quarter period.23
Both theory and the above evidence on the time limit suggest that in the first 21 months after
random assignment—before time limits bind for anyone—behavior induced by Jobs First is very
different from behavior during the final 27 months. Thus, we separately estimate mean treatment
effects for the pre- and post-time limit periods. The second set of columns concerns the first 7
quarters of data, while the third set concerns the last 9 quarters. The results suggest that average
earnings increased 7% in the pre-time limit period and 6% in the post-time limit period; in each
case this effect is insignificant. Jobs First significantly increases the fraction of person-quarters
with any earnings in each period. Mean impacts for transfers are starkly different in the early and
later periods. During the first 7 quarters, Jobs First members received $212—or 16%—more in
transfers than did control group women. During the later period, Jobs First members received $98—
or 12%—less in transfers. The same pattern is clear for the fraction of person-quarters with positive
transfers.
The net result of these changes in earnings and transfers is that Jobs First increased mean total
22

This also means that about 15% of person-quarters had no value in any quarter for any of these variables. This
could mean that 15% of persons never have any income, that everyone has positive income for all but 15% of quarters,
or something in between. We return to this issue below.
23
The share having any earnings can increase even while the share having any income does not because women
caused to work by Jobs First assignment would have had welfare income if assigned to AFDC.
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income significantly—in both economic and statistical terms—in the pre-time limit period. Nearly
three-fourths of this increase is due to increased transfer income, rather than earnings. By contrast,
in the post-time limit period, mean income was virtually identical across treatment status. This is
the result of nearly equal increases in mean earnings and reductions in mean transfers.

6

Quantile Treatment Effects

Before presenting our QTE estimates, it will be helpful to briefly review quantiles and QTE. For
any variable Y having cdf F (y) ≡ P r[Y ≤ y], the q th quantile of F is defined as the smallest
value yq such that F (yq ) = q. If we consider two distributions FJF and FAF DC , we may define
the QTE as ∆q = yq (JF ) − yq (AF DC). This treatment effect may be seen to equal the horizontal
distance between the graphs of FJF and FAF DC at probability value q; equivalently, it is the
vertical distance between the graphs of the inverse cdfs.24 The QTE estimates we report below are
constructed in exactly this fashion: to estimate the QTE at the q th quantile, we calculate the q th
quantile of the given Jobs First distribution and then subtract the q th quantile of the given AFDC
distribution. As a simple example, estimating the QTE at the 0.50 quantile simply involves taking
the sample median for the treatment group and subtracting the sample median for the control
group.25 Appendix Table 1 reports the deciles of the Jobs First and AFDC group distributions for
each outcome variable and time period we consider below; readers may thus calculate the QTE at
these deciles. This table is also useful for assessing the magnitude of the estimated QTE relative
to the baseline.
At this point, we want to emphasize that QTE do not generally identify quantiles of the treatment effect distribution. For example, if Jobs First causes rank reversals in the earnings distribution, then knowing the difference of quantiles in the two distributions is not enough to calculate
the Jobs First treatment effect given knowledge of someone’s earnings under AFDC assignment.
It is easy, however, to see that if any QTE is negative (positive), then the treatment effect must
24

Inverse cdf plots for all the variables we consider below are available on request from the authors.
The only complication is to account for propensity score weighting. To do so, P
observe that the weight ω̂i exceeds
unity for each i, so it must be normalized. Define the normalized weight v̂i ≡ ω̂i / i ω̂i , and let Ti = JF if a woman
is assigned to Jobs First and Ti = AF DC if assigned to AFDC. Let Yi (t) be woman i’sP
counterfactual outcome value
if she has Ti = t. Then the weighted empirical cdf for program group t is F̂t (y) ≡ i v̂i 1(Ti = t and Yi (t) ≤ y),
which is the total mass in group t such that the value of Y does not exceed y.
25
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also be negative (positive) for some nondegenerate interval of the counterfactual AFDC earnings
distribution. We also note that, like QTE estimates, classical social welfare function analysis would
require only the empirical distributions of the two program groups. These and related issues are
discussed in more detail in Bitler et al. (2003a).26

6.1

QTE for Earnings

We now turn to our main results: QTE for 98 centiles in graphical form.27 Since we use the
person-quarter as the unit of analysis, there are 7 × 4, 803 = 33, 621 observations for the first seven
quarters. For the last nine quarters, there are 9 × 4, 773 = 42, 957 observations (as discussed in
footnote 13, we lack quarter-16 data on 30 experimental participants).28 To deal with within-person
statistical dependence, our bootstrap procedure uses nonoverlapping person-level blocks (i.e., we resample persons in an iid fashion and then use the full profiles of each re-sampled woman’s earnings
to calculate the QTE estimates). We use 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replications and then
calculate standard errors using the empirical standard deviation of the bootstrap distribution for
each QTE;29 our confidence intervals are then computed using the normal distribution.
We plot the earnings QTE (as a solid line) for the first 7 quarters after assignment in Figure 3.
For comparison purposes, the mean treatment effect is plotted as a horizontal (dashed) line, and
the 0-line is provided for reference. Dotted lines represent two-sided 90% confidence intervals. This
26

Heckman et al. (1997) provide a more general discussion of treatment effect heterogeneity and associated normative analysis issues. For a discussion of the potential outcomes framework undergirding our work, see for example
that paper and Imbens & Angrist (1994).
27
We computed the QTE at the 99th quantile but do not include it in the figures below because its variance is
frequently large enough to distort the scale of the figures. The extreme variance at high quantiles for unbounded
distributions is well known; we do not have the same problem at the bottom of the distributions because they are all
bounded below by zero.
28
In Bitler et al. (2003a) we also present QTE generated using values of earnings, transfers and income averaged
over the first 7 and last 9 quarters. The results are qualitatively similar to those presented here.
29
Researchers rarely use formal methods to choose the number of bootstrap replications. Andrews & Buchinsky
(2000) provide a three-step procedure that ensures bootstrapped standard errors will come within a specified percentage deviation (their pdb) from the ideal bootstrap estimated standard error, with a given pre-specified probability
1 − τ (the ideal bootstrap estimate is what one would get using an infinite number of bootstrap replications). We
found that 1,000 replications is more than sufficient to satisfy (pdb, τ ) = (10, .05) for all but a few QTE in each of our
six outcome-by-time-period groups. The few quantiles where more replications would be needed all occur in one of
two cases. The first involves the very top of the distributions we consider (typically percentiles 98 and 99). The second
involves quantiles where the QTE are constant (typically 0) for multiple quantiles either just above or just below the
given quantile. The empirical bootstrap distribution shows that at these quantiles, the finite-sample distribution of
the QTE estimates is very kurtotic. As Andrews & Buchinsky (2000) show, for bootstrapped standard errors the
necessary number of bootstrap replications for given values of (pdb, τ ) is governed entirely by the finite-sample excess
kurtosis of the estimator in question.
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figure shows that for quarterly earnings in the pre-time limit period, the QTE is identically zero for
nearly half of all person-quarters. This result occurs because quarterly earnings are identically 0 for
48% of person-quarters in the Jobs First group over the first 7 quarters and 55% of corresponding
AFDC group person-quarters. For quantiles 49–82, Jobs First group earnings are greater than
control group earnings, yielding positive QTE estimates. Between quantiles 83–87, earnings are
again equal (though non-zero). Finally, for quantiles 88–98, AFDC group earnings exceed Jobs First
group earnings, yielding negative QTE estimates. For quantiles 89–92, these negative estimates are
statistically significantly different from zero based on individually applied tests.30 These results are
exactly what basic labor supply theory, discussed above, predicts. That is, the QTE at the low end
are zero, they rise, and then they eventually become negative. The negative effects at the top of
the earnings distribution are particularly interesting given that they have typically not been found
in other programs (e.g., Eissa & Liebman’s (1996) study of the EITC).
The range of the QTE point estimates is quite large: [−$300, $500]. The variation in the impact
across the quantiles of the distributions is unmistakably significant, both statistically and substantively; these results suggest that the mean treatment effect is far from sufficient to characterize
Jobs First’s effects on earnings.31
Figure 4 plots the earnings QTE results in quarters 8–16, after the time limit takes effect for
at least some women. For the first 80 quantiles, these results are broadly similar to those for
the pre-time limit period (though they have a somewhat wider range). For quantiles 80–98, we
again find negative treatment effects (with a few being zero), but none is individually significant.32
30

We can use the empirical bootstrap distribution to construct the p-value for testing the null hypothesis that fewer
than k of these 11 QTE estimates are simultaneously negative. Doing so yields p-values of 0.009, 0.020, 0.032, 0.043,
0.063, 0.088, and 0.119 for k =1–6, respectively. Thus the evidence is overwhelming that there is a small range of
negative QTE at the top.
31
Under the null of constant treatment effects, the true value of all QTE must equal the mean treatment effect.
Thus, a test for the significance of any QTE is a test for the existence of heterogeneous treatment effects. Similarly,
the largest QTE estimate provides a measure of how poorly the assumption of constant treatment effects performs.
However, the maximum QTE has been chosen because of its large realized value, so one might wonder whether the
difference between the maximum QTE and the mean treatment effect is large simply because of sampling variation.
To get a sense of the relative sampling variations, we used the empirical bootstrap distribution for the pre-time limit
transfers distribution to estimate the distribution of the difference in the maximum QTE and the mean treatment
effect. In the 6,000 replications we considered (1,000 replications for each of three outcome variables and two time
periods), the mean treatment effect was never greater than the maximum QTE. In fact, it was never even close: the
maximum-minus-mean difference was never lower than 120% of the mean treatment effect (in the one case with a
negative mean treatment effect, we used the largest negative QTE estimate in lieu of the maximum). Thus the range
of the quantile treatment effects is statistically large relative to the mean in all cases.
32
Tests based on the empirical bootstrap distribution yield a p-value of 0.099 for the null that none of these 19
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Given that time limits are likely to bind for women with moderate to high earnings capacity, static
labor supply theory predicts that we should find essentially no effect at the top of the earnings
distribution—as actually occurs.
The expanded disregard can reduce earnings via entry or non-exit only while women retain
welfare eligibility. There are two sets of women who can be eligible for Jobs First welfare even after
month 21: those who left welfare before month 21, and those who receive exemptions or extensions.
Women in the first group are unlikely candidates for behavioral induced eligibility effects after the
seventh quarter given the fact that they have already left once, together with the more stringent
earnings test for re-entry (see footnote 6 above). Getting an extension or exemption generally
requires having earnings below the maximum benefit level, which is typically substantially below
the poverty line (the difference depends on family size). It seems particularly unlikely that the
Jobs First notch would cause entry or non-exit effects for these women. Thus static labor supply
theory predicts significant behavioral induced eligibility effects in the first seven—but not the last
nine—quarters of the Jobs First experiment. This is exactly the pattern we see.
Consequently, we suspect that the reduction in earnings at the top of the distribution caused
by Jobs First is most likely due to behavioral induced eligibility effects of the disregard expansion.
However, section 2’s discussion of search frictions provides two alternative explanations: the banking
and queuing effects. Each would cause a reduction in the reservation wage for entering employment,
and thus lower earnings. In fact, data from the three-year follow-up survey do suggest that employed
Jobs First women have lower wages throughout much of the top half of the wage distribution.
However, unless wage growth is correspondingly greater among those who take lower starting
wages, we would expect negative banking and queuing effects on earnings to persist throughout the
study period, even after women leave welfare. Thus behavioral induced eligibility effects appear
more consistent with the observed pattern of negative QTE at the top of the earnings distribution
than do banking or queuing effects.
We can offer additional evidence to distinguish the behavioral induced eligibility effect and the
banking effect. The banking effect implies not only that women should enter employment at lower
wages, but also that they should exit welfare at lower wages. If lower reservation wages for exiting
welfare were the only cause of reduced earnings at the top, then welfare participation rates at
QTE estimates is negative and a p-value of 0.149 for the null that no more than one is negative.
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higher earnings levels should be lower among Jobs First than among AFDC women.33 To examine
this hypothesis, we first sort person-quarter observations on earnings into 10 bins corresponding to
deciles of the AFDC group earnings distribution; we do this separately for the first 7 and last 9
quarters. We then define an indicator variable equal to 1 when a woman has cash welfare income
each month of a quarter, and 0 otherwise. The banking effect suggests that in the pre-time limit
period, the fraction with welfare income each month should be lower in the Jobs First group among
women with relatively high quarterly earnings. We find the opposite to be true: for the AFDC
group, 24% of women in decile 9 and 10% of women in decile 10 have welfare income each month
of the quarter; for the Jobs First group, the corresponding numbers are 62% and 26%.
Further evidence on the queuing effect is more difficult to provide. Like the behavioral eligibility
and banking effects, it implies that earnings should fall at the top of the distribution. Unlike the
banking effect, it does not imply that welfare participation should also fall. The only queuing effect
prediction that would allow us to distinguish between queuing and behavioral eligibility involves
“bunching at the kinks” of the budget set. In particular, the large notch in the Jobs First budget
set should lead to a mass point in the earnings distribution at the poverty line. This implies a spike
in the density at that point, with a discontinuous drop occurring right above the poverty line. In
fact, this prediction of precise bunching at the poverty line holds only when a substantial fraction
of women can perfectly choose their hours. If many women can not, we would no longer expect to
see mass points. Instead, we would expect increased density over a nondegenerate earnings range
below the poverty line, and we would still expect a discontinuous drop in the density at the poverty
line.34
Unfortunately, there are several reasons why our data are not ideal for this exercise.

First,

while Jobs First welfare payments are determined using monthly earnings levels, our earnings data
are quarterly. Unless a woman has welfare income each month in a quarter, bunching could be
consistent with having quarterly earnings above three times the monthly poverty threshold (since
33

Of course, AFDC’s rules imply that few women with high earnings should be eligible; those who are receiving
benefits must either have large disregards or be evading the rules. But we can still test the null hypothesis that there
is no behavioral eligibility effect due to Jobs First, in which case the participation rate at the top of the earnings
distribution should be lower under Jobs First.
34
As noted above, these predictions about features of the density around the poverty line assume that women
understand the Jobs First disregard policy. As also noted, our discussions with Connecticut welfare officials indicate
that the disregard policy was chosen in part because of its simplicity so that both recipients and caseworkers would
understand the benefit formula.
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the woman’s earnings might exceed the poverty line in some months of a quarter but not others).
Second, our only data on the number of children in a welfare case are compiled at the time of
intake and do not vary over time, so in some cases we assign the wrong poverty line to each woman.
Third, the variable number of children at intake is censored for women with more than two children,
so these women cannot be used to study bunching. Given the importance of measurement when
looking for discontinuities, the power of our discontinuity-based approach will be limited.
Nonetheless, to investigate these predictions, we used McCrary’s (2004) two-step procedure for
density estimation when a discontinuity is possible. We find no evidence of a discontinuous drop in
the density at the poverty line. But we do see an increase in the density over a quarterly earnings
range between the poverty line and about $2,000 below it. This hump in the density function is
especially pronounced among women who receive welfare income every month of a quarter, where
we would most expect it.

Moreover, in the first seven quarters after assignment, the shapes (if

not the scales) of the AFDC and Jobs First densities are remarkably similar except for this hump.
The lack of precise bunching has been found elsewhere (e.g., see Saez’s (2002) study of tax rates).35
In sum, the evidence is consistent with behavioral responses to the Jobs First disregard policy.
We cannot completely rule out the possibility that banking or queuing effects drive part of the
observed negative earnings effect at the top of the earnings distribution. However, evidence of such
effects would be interesting and important in its own right, since both effects would suggest that
time limits lead to lower-quality job matches.

6.2

QTE for Transfers

Figure 5 presents results for transfer income in the first seven quarters, and Figure 6 presents
results for the last nine quarters. The most notable feature of these results is the radical difference
in the treatment effects of Jobs First across the pre- and post-time limit period. In the first seven
quarters, the QTE are identically 0 for the bottom 20 quantiles, reflecting the fact that for 20% of
person-quarters, both the treatment and control group have zero transfer income. For all quantiles
except two above the 20th, transfer income in the pre-time limit period is greater among Jobs First
women than among AFDC women. This finding greatly extends the result for mean treatment
effects presented in section 5. Moreover, the range of QTE in this period is very large, with the
35

One author who does find clear evidence of bunching is Friedberg (2000).
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largest QTE reaching $700. As a basis of comparison, this is nearly a third of the maximum
quarterly value of Connecticut’s combined AFDC-Food Stamps payment for a family of three.
Thus in the pre-time limit period, Jobs First clearly is associated with a substantial upward shift
in transfers for most of the distribution, as would be expected either from the simple mechanical
effect of a more generous benefit schedule or from behavioral responses. Furthermore, the pattern
of the QTE is consistent with theoretical predictions: no increase at the very top of the transfer
distribution (which is both theoretically and empirically likely to be the bottom of the earnings
distribution) or the very bottom (where no one participates) and increases in transfers everywhere
in between.
The graph for quarters 8–16 is much different. For the lowest 48 quantiles, the Jobs First
and AFDC transfer distributions are equal, with both showing zero transfer income at all these
quantiles. However, at essentially all quantiles between 49–96, the Jobs First group receives less
transfer income. The size of the reductions in transfer income can be quite large: the largest
quarterly reduction is $550, and the reduction is at least $300 for all quantiles from 64–76. Results
not reported here show that most of this result is due to the smaller fraction of Jobs First than
AFDC women who receive any cash assistance in quarters 8–16 (the difference is 9%, compared to
4% for total transfers). When we estimate QTE results for cash assistance ignoring Food Stamps
and including only those person-quarters having positive cash assistance, the QTE estimates are
actually almost all positive. This result reflects the more generous Jobs First disregard, given
eligibility. Thus the negative QTE results for transfer payments in Figure 6 are primarily driven
by reductions in the rate of cash assistance, which shifts the entire transfer cdf leftward (meaning
the inverse cdf shifts downward).

6.3

QTE for Total Income

We plot QTE results for total income in the pre-time limit period in Figure 7. These results again
suggest a large degree of treatment effect heterogeneity: they range from 0 for the bottom 10
quantiles—where total income from administratively measurable sources is 0 in both groups—to
$800 at the top of the range. The mean treatment effect for this period is $296, so again the range
of quantile treatment effects is large compared to the mean treatment effect.
Because total income as we observe it is the sum of earnings and transfers, there need not be any
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particular relationship between QTE for total income and its components. To investigate the nature
of changes in the total income distribution, we used local nonparametric regression techniques to
estimate average earnings and average income at each quantile yq of the total income distributions
for Jobs First and AFDC women. We then plotted the treatment effect on these averages (the
Jobs First average minus the AFDC average) against each q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 98}. The results (available
on request) show that over the first 50 total income quantiles, the pre-time limit treatment effect
on earnings is essentially zero. Thus these total income QTE are driven by increases in transfer
payments (which range between zero and about $200). Over the next 24 quantiles, the average
difference in earnings is positive and generally increasing; at the 74th income quantile, the treatment
effect on average earnings is about $700. Over this same range, the treatment effect on average
transfers falls to essentially zero. Between quantiles 75 and 95 of the income distributions, the
treatment effect on local average earnings then falls precipitously, to a low of −$600 at the 95th
quantile. At the same time, the treatment effect on local average transfers rises quickly, to $1,100.
These effects are very consistent with our interpretation that the negative QTE estimates at the
top of the earnings distribution are due to behavioral induced eligibility effects: positive QTE
estimates at the top of the income distribution are driven by a combination of increased transfers
and reduced earnings.36
Figure 8 plots QTE results for the post-time limit period. The QTE results clearly show that
Jobs First has considerable effects on the distribution of total income, in stark contrast to the trivial
mean treatment effect of $14. QTE estimates for total income are zero for the first 18 quantiles and
are actually negative for about 25 quantiles; the largest precisely estimated reduction in quarterly
total income is $300 (the reduction at quantile 99 is $400, but it is very imprecisely estimated). As
above, we computed local mean treatment effects on earnings and transfers at each quantile of the
income distribution. We found that the reductions in total income below quantile 40 are driven
by moderate to large reductions in transfers coupled with either small earnings reductions or small
earnings increases. Increases in income through about quantile 80 are driven by relatively large
increases in earnings (as much as $827) that exceed frequently substantial reductions (as much as
$527) in transfers. Above quantile 80, the QTE results for income are driven by small-to-moderate
reductions in earnings (generally between 0 and −$200), coupled with moderately large increases
36

Queuing effects would also be consistent with this result, though banking effects would not.
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in transfers (generally above $200).
Before the adoption of PRWORA, many welfare advocates expressed great concern that welfare
reform would harm many (actual or potential) welfare recipients. Yet a common conclusion in the
welfare reform literature is that few if any welfare recipients have been harmed. Given relatively
short lifetime time limits, our results for quarters 8–16 are more appropriate than the pre-time limit
results for addressing this issue. Treated independently, twelve of our total-income QTE estimates
for quarters 8–16 are significantly negative (most highly so), while 29 are significantly positive.
Considered jointly, an empirical bootstrap test yields a p-value of 0.085 for the null hypothesis that
no more than 16 QTE estimates are simultaneously negative (the p-value for 17 is 0.101). The
p-value for testing the null that no more than 32 QTE estimates are simultaneously positive is
0.091 (the p-value for 33 is 0.113).
We draw two conclusions from this analysis. First, once time limits take effect, there are
definitely negative effects on some women. Second, there is evidence of positive effects for a larger
range of women. As usual when there are both winners and losers, resolving these opposing results
would require the use of some normative metric, which is beyond the scope of this paper.37

6.4

Robustness Checks Related to Exits from Administrative Data

One concern in interpreting the above QTE results involves women who have zero total income
in some quarters. For these women to survive, they must have some way to finance consumption
other than UI-covered Connecticut earnings, cash assistance through Jobs First or AFDC, and Food
Stamps. Such women could have some other source of earnings (UI-noncovered or under-the-table),
they could have support (cash or in-kind) from family members or absent non-custodial parents, or
they could have moved out of Connecticut. A substantial amount of discussion in the final report,
mostly using the three-year followup survey, suggests that neither marriage nor migration rates
were systematically affected by welfare policies and that child support payments were only slightly
37

As noted above, different assumptions on how ranks in the Jobs First income distribution correspond to ranks
in the counterfactual AFDC distribution will lead to very different conclusions about the fractions of the population
made better or worse off. However, if rank reversals occur in such a way as to minimize the number of losers, then
the losses of these losers will be particularly large. Equity concerns are thus not necessarily mitigated in such cases.
In Bitler et al. (2003a) we provide a normative analysis using a class of traditional social welfare functions, with the
functions’ parameters allowed to vary; such an approach is not sensitive to rank reversals. We believe this issue is
ripe for further study, perhaps using data from other state experiments as well.
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impacted. That is not enough for our purposes, however, because it is always possible (for example)
that high-earnings women were systematically caused by Jobs First to stay in Connecticut, while
low-earnings women systematically moved out; this could affect QTE estimates systematically. To
deal with this issue, we consider the sample of women with zero total income in any quarter and
find the last chronological quarter in which each had nonzero total income. We then exclude all
subsequent quarters for such women from the analysis, which eliminates slightly more than a fifth
of the sample of person-quarters. There is virtually no variation across treatment status in the
overall probability of such attrition the administrative data. Furthermore, at each quarter in the
followup period, there are no statistically significant differences in the probability of exiting the
sample between the treatment and control group. Nonetheless, we recalculated the QTE excluding
our synthetic “movers.” With the (expected) exception of parts of the distribution having zero
income, the results estimated on this sample of nonmovers are qualitatively identical to the figures
presented above.

6.5

Subgroups

As noted in section 1, the mean impacts literature has drawn the conclusion that there is little
heterogeneity in treatment effects. However, some authors, e.g., Grogger et al. (2002, p. 231), have
suggested that the common approach of using ad hoc subgroups would be unlikely to consistently
reveal treatment effect heterogeneity even where it exists. To examine this issue, we followed a
common approach in the welfare reform literature, considering separately high school dropouts
and women with at least a high school diploma. Nondropouts are often used as a comparison
group: given nondropouts’ lower welfare participation rates, reforms are often thought to affect
them less than they do dropouts. To be part of the Jobs First experiment, all women in our sample
had to apply for welfare, so this argument is less clearcut than is typical. Nonetheless, this is a
logical way to consider the subgroups question.38 We report detailed QTE results for dropouts
and nondropouts in our earlier working paper; here we simply summarize the main findings. First,
differences in mean effects across dropout status are trivial. Second, heterogeneity in the QTE
within dropout status appears to be no less than the heterogeneity when we pool observations.
38
Various parts of the final report (especially Appendix I) contain analyses of a wide array of subgroups. MDRC’s
focus is on groups labeled “most disadvantaged” and “least disadvantaged”, which are defined using dropout status
and employment and welfare use histories. We discuss these definitions in more detail in Bitler et al. (2003a).
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Thus the most common mean impacts-based subgroup approach misses the entire heterogeneity
story.

7

Conclusion

Our results establish several clear conclusions. First, mean treatment effects miss a lot: estimated
quantile treatment effects for earnings, transfers, and income show a great deal of heterogeneity.
Theory predicts that mean treatment effects will average together opposing effects, and our results
clearly confirm this prediction. Second, results for earnings are clearly consistent with predictions
from labor supply theory that effects at the bottom should be zero, those in the middle should
be positive, and those at the top should be negative (before time limits). Third, the effects of
Jobs First are very different in the pre- and post-time limit period, especially with respect to
the transfers distribution. Negative effects at the top of the earnings distribution appear only
in the pre-time limit period, as we would expect. This fact suggests a role for behavioral induced
eligibility effects, most likely through reduced exit rather than increased entry. Banking and queuing
effects are complementary explanations. Fourth, it is not unreasonable to believe that Jobs First
led to substantial increases in income for a large group of women. On the other hand, once
time limits take effect, it likely had at best no impact, and perhaps a negative one, on another
sizable group of women. This finding is at odds with results in Schoeni & Blank (2003), who find
positive effects throughout the distribution except in the very lowest percentiles. Moreover, we
find that most of the shift in the income distribution occurs at above-median quantiles. Fifth,
our results are robust to dropping observations from women who may have moved out of state or
otherwise left the public assistance system while having no earnings (e.g., gotten married). Sixth,
focusing on differences in mean treatment effects between dropouts and nondropouts—perhaps the
most common comparison-group approach—is virtually useless in uncovering the treatment effect
heterogeneity we demonstrate. In sum, our results show that QTE methodology can play a very
useful role in assessing the effects of welfare reform when theory predicts heterogeneous treatment
effects of opposing signs. We hope that this methodology will be used more often to address and
analyze heterogeneous effects of welfare and other reforms.
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Figure 1: Stylized Connecticut budget constraint under AFDC and Jobs First

Figure 2: First-spell monthly survival function: AFDC group and treatment effect
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Notes: All statistics computed using inverse propensity-score weighting. See text for more
details.

Figure 3: Quantile treatment effects on the distribution of earnings, quarters 1–7
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Notes: (i) Solid line is QTE. (ii) Dotted lines provide bootstrapped 90 percent confidence
intervals. (iii) Dashed line is mean impact. (iv) All statistics computed using inverse
propensity-score weighting. See text for more details.

Figure 4: Quantile treatment effects on the distribution of earnings, quarters 8–16
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Notes: (i) Solid line is QTE. (ii) Dotted lines provide bootstrapped 90 percent confidence
intervals. (iii) Dashed line is mean impact. (iv) All statistics computed using inverse
propensity-score weighting. See text for more details.

Figure 5: Quantile treatment effects on the distribution of transfers, quarters 1–7
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Notes: (i) Solid line is QTE. (ii) Dotted lines provide bootstrapped 90 percent confidence
intervals. (iii) Dashed line is mean impact. (iv) All statistics computed using inverse
propensity-score weighting. See text for more details.

Figure 6: Quantile treatment effects on the distribution of transfers, quarters 8–16
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Notes: (i) Solid line is QTE. (ii) Dotted lines provide bootstrapped 90 percent confidence
intervals. (iii) Dashed line is mean impact. (iv) All statistics computed using inverse
propensity-score weighting. See text for more details.

Figure 7: Quantile treatment effects on the distribution of income, quarters 1–7
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Notes: (i) Solid line is QTE. (ii) Dotted lines provide bootstrapped 90 percent confidence
intervals. (iii) Dashed line is mean impact. (iv) All statistics computed using inverse
propensity-score weighting. See text for more details.

Figure 8: Quantile treatment effects on the distribution of income, quarters 8–16
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Notes: (i) Solid line is QTE. (ii) Dotted lines provide bootstrapped 90 percent confidence
intervals. (iii) Dashed line is mean impact. (iv) All statistics computed using inverse
propensity-score weighting. See text for more details.

(Rarely enforced)
1st : adult removed from grant
until compliant
2nd : adult removed ≥ 3 months
3rd : adult removed ≥ 6 months
•Asset limit $1000
•100-hour rule and work history
requirement for 2-parent families
•1-year transitional Medicaid

1st violation: 20% cut for 3
months
2nd violation: 35% cut for 3
months
3rd violation: grant cancelled for
3 months
•Asset limit $3000
•Partial family cap (50%)
•2 years transitional Medicaid
•Child care assistance
•Child support pass-through

Sanctions

Other policies

Sources: Bloom et al. (2002).

Education/training, exempt if
child< 2

Mandatory work first, exempt if
child < 1

Work
Requirements

None

21 months (6-month extension if
in compliance and non-transfer
income less than maximum
benefit)

AFDC
Months 1–3: $120+1/3
Months 4–12: $120
Months > 12: $90

Time limit

Earnings
Disregard

Table 1: Key differences in Jobs First and AFDC programs
Jobs First
All earned income disregarded
up to poverty line (policy also
applied to Food Stamps)

No
No

D

E

Yes

Yes

No

On AF , left of A

On AF , right of D

On AF , left of C

+
+
+

+
−
−

Either

Either

+

H

No
Yes
On AF , left of A
−
+
−
No
No
H
0
0
0
Notes: Table contains predictions of static labor supply model for women facing AFDC and counterfactual Jobs First disregard
rules (assuming all other rules are the same). Points are those labeled in Figure 1. There are two predictions for women at points
A and H depending on those women’s preferences.

Yes

C

Table 2: Pre-time limit predicted effects of Jobs First assignment, by optimal choice given AFDC assignment
Compared to this point,
Location if
does Jobs First assignment change:
Location on
Effect on distribution of:
assigned to AFDC After-tax wage?
Non-labor income?
Jobs First Budget set
Hours/Earnings
Transfers
Income
A
Yes
No
A
0
0
0
Yes
No
On AF , left of A
+
0
+

Table 3: Characteristics of national caseload and experimental sample
Experimental sample
National
Caseload
(CPS)

Levels
Jobs First
AFDC

Differences
Unadjusted
Adjusted

0.362
0.368
0.207
0.654
0.332
0.350
0.583
0.063
0.235
0.289
0.410
0.301
0.624

0.348
0.371
0.216
0.661
0.327
0.334
0.604
0.058
0.214
0.297
0.418
0.286
0.593

0.014
-0.003
-0.009
-0.007
0.005
0.017
-0.021
0.004
0.021∗
-0.007
-0.007
0.015
0.031∗∗

0.001
-0.000
-0.001
-0.000
0.000
-0.000
0.001
0.000
-0.000
-0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.001

679
(1,304)

786
(1,545)

-107∗∗∗
(41)

-1
(32)

Cash welfare

891
(806)

835
(785)

56∗∗
(23)

-1
(2)

Food Stamps

352
(320)

339
(304)

13
(9)

0
(1)

0.322
(0.363)

0.351
(0.372)

-0.029∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.000
(0.001)

Any cash welfare

0.573
(0.452)

0.544
(0.450)

0.029∗∗
(0.013)

-0.001
(0.001)

Any Food Stamps

0.607
(0.438)

0.598
(0.433)

0.009
(0.013)

0.000
(0.001)

Demographic characteristics
White
Black
Hispanic
Never married
Div/wid/sep/living apart
HS dropout
HS diploma/GED
More than HS diploma
More than two children
Mother younger than 25
Mother aged 25–34
Mother older than 34
Recipient (stock) sample
Average quarterly pre-treatment values
Earnings

Fraction of pre-treatment quarters with
Any earnings

0.407
0.355
0.202
0.473
0.329
0.422
0.328
0.250
0.282
0.242
0.435
0.323

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses: for all but last column, these are estimated conventionally; for last column,
standard errors are computed using 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replications.
∗∗∗ ∗∗
, , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively (significance indicators
provided only for difference estimates). National caseload statistics were constructed using all females aged 16–54 in
the 1997 March CPS who had an own child in the household and whose family was reported to have positive AFDC
income for calendar year 1996. All national caseload statistics are computed using March supplementary weights.
Standard deviations omitted because all variables are binary. For earnings, 8 quarters of pre-treatment data are used.
For cash welfare and Food Stamps, only 7 quarters are available for all observations.
Baseline data on a small number of observations for some variables are missing.

0.626
(0.007)

Any Transfers

0.622
(0.007)

0.490
(0.007)

0.857
(0.005)

1,048
(16)

1,561
(58)

2,609
(57)

AFDC

0.684
(0.009)

0.570
(0.010)

0.071∗∗∗
(0.009)
0.004
(0.009)

0.865
(0.007)

1,550
(17)

40∗∗
(20)

-0.005
(0.007)

1,195
(29)

2,744
(31)

97
(64)

136∗∗
(64)

Jobs First

0.644
(0.010)

0.485
(0.009)

0.862
(0.007)

1,337
(17)

1,113
(49)

2,450
(48)

AFDC

Quarters 1–7

0.593
(0.008)
0.496
(0.008)

0.040∗∗∗
(0.013)

0.809
(0.007)

728
(17)

2,020
(45)

2,748
(44)

Jobs First

0.085∗∗∗
(0.013)

0.003
(0.010)

212∗∗∗
(22)

82
(52)

294∗∗∗
(53)

Adjusted
Difference

0.519
(0.009)

0.527
(0.008)

0.820
(0.006)

825
(18)

1,908
(68)

2,733
(67)

AFDC

Quarters 8–16

-0.023∗∗
(0.011)

0.066∗∗∗
(0.011)

-0.010
(0.009)

-98∗∗∗
(23)

112
(78)

14
(78)

Adjusted
Difference

2,381
2,392
4,773
2,396
2,407
4,803
2,381
2,392
4,773
Note: Standard errors in parentheses calculated using 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replications.
∗∗∗ ∗∗
, , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively (significance indicators provided only for impact estimates). All statistics computed
using inverse propensity-score weighting.

0.561
(0.007)

Any Earnings

0.852
(0.005)

1,088
(15)

Transfers

Fraction of quarters with:
Any Income

1,658
(35)

2,745
(35)

Earnings

Average quarterly level:
Income

Jobs First

Adjusted
Difference

Table 4: Mean outcomes and impacts
All quarters

0
0

0
0

0
0

150
150

0
0

Earnings, Q8–16
Jobs First Group
AFDC Group

Transfers, Q1–7
Jobs First Group
AFDC Group

Transfers, Q8–16
Jobs First Group
AFDC Group

Total income, Q1–7
Jobs First Group
AFDC Group

Total income, Q8–16
Jobs First Group
AFDC Group
150
200

1,450
1,350

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

20

1,000
1,300

1,800
1,800

0
0

1,050
400

0
0

0
0

30

1,810
1,900

2,100
1,950

0
0

1,650
1,050

0
0

0
0

40

2,400
2,350

2,400
2,250

0
150

1,800
1,550

1,000
200

100
0

3,050
2,850

2,850
2,500

450
650

1,950
1,800

2,000
1,400

800
300

Percentiles of the Distribution
50
60

3,800
3,500

3,400
2,850

1,000
1,500

2,180
1,950

3,000
2,800

1,500
1,200

70

4,662
4,500

4,100
3,400

1,800
1,950

2,400
2,250

4,000
4,100

2,500
2,200

80

5,900
5,900

5,150
4,400

2,300
2,400

2,741
2,700

5,600
5,700

3,700
3,900

90

Note: All percentiles calculated using inverse propensity-score weighting. Difference between Jobs First Group percentile and AFDC Group percentile is the QTE for the
given percentile, graphed in Figures 3–8.

0
0

Earnings, Q1–7
Jobs First Group
AFDC Group
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Appendix Table 1: Percentiles of the distribution of quarterly earnings, transfers, and total income for AFDC and Jobs First groups

